Response to report 2 from Ref. 2:
Instead of "web-service" the correct version would be "Web service" with a capital "W".

Is corrected

As suggested in the review you have harmonised the way how to write NetCDF. However, please check if "netcdf" is correct. It seems that "NetCDF" is the correct version.

Changed to netCDF.

Please check the usage of the word "like". In some cases this should be replaced by "such as".

Correctes at some places.

Page 3: Could you please add a short sentence explaining the term "stationary Ferryboxes". As Ferryboxes are described as sensor systems attached to ferries (which are moving), the meaning of stationary Ferryboxes should be explained.

A footnote is added.

Page 6: Before the citation of ISO19115 there is a missing space.

This is corrected

Page 6: The reference Botts, 2006 is outdated. It should be replaced by a reference to SensorML 2.0

New reference to Botts and Robin (2014) is used.

Page 7: The words "these mechanism" should be changed to either "this mechanism" or to "these mechanisms"

"These mechanisms" is used now

Response to Topic Editor:
Comments to the Author:
Please consider the recent response of reviewer #2. It would have been also helpful to consider the general comment from reviewer #1 to refer to more international projects...not necessarily in citing a review paper but in citing individual publications or project websites...but I finally leave this up to you. I consider this manuscript as a valuable add-on to this special issue and therefore recommend to publish it in this SI.

Added are a few sentences with two more references.